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who declared that the consequences of adjourning the Conference
would be very serious and that the delegations which approved of
the Bureau's recommendation would be accepting a very grave
responsibility.
In pursuance of his mission, Mr. Henderson left London on the
10th July on a 'disarmament pilgrimage' which took him to the
principal European capitals. Between the 10th and the 23rd July
he visited Paris, Rome, Berlin, Prague, and Paris again, and he had
conversations in those cities with leading members of the French,
Italian, and German Governments and with Dr. Benes, the Czecho-
slovak Foreign Minister, who was also the rapporteur of the General
Commission of the Disarmament Conference. During his visit to
Berlin he missed Herr Hitler, who was in Bavaria, but a meeting was
arranged in Munich when Mr. Henderson was on his way back from
Prague. A suggestion which Mr. Henderson made to the effect that
a meeting between Monsieur Daladier and Herr Hitler might promote
a Franco-German understanding, and thus remove the principal
obstacle to progress at Geneva, was not well received either in Berlin
or in Paris; and at the end of his tour Mr. Henderson was obliged to
admit that, while he had discovered a good deal of common ground
on certain questions (such as that of the definition of the aggressor),
on other matters agreement was still far to seek.
One of the most difficult and controversial questions which came
under consideration during these conversations was that of super-
vising the execution of the terms of any convention which might be
concluded. It has been seen1 that the French Government had come
to attach special importance to this question of supervision as the
most practicable form of guarantee of security; and the amend-
'ments to the British draft convention which had been submitted
by the French delegation at Geneva before the General Commis-
sion adjourned on the 8th June included one which provided that
the control over armaments for which the convention would stipulate
should be permanent and automatic: that is, that permanent com-
missions should be established which would conduct investigations in
every country at least once a year.2 As French suspicions of German
intentions deepened during the summer of 1933, the idea gained
ground that it would be dangerous for France to give her approval
to any increase in German armaments, or to take any steps in the
direction of reducing her own armaments, until the efficacy of any
1	See p. 248 above.
2	See p. 287 above. Since June the suggestion had been canvassed in Trance
that investigations should take place every six months.

